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Title: G. Bizet: Carmen - Opera  
Author: Tomislav Seletković, music teacher 
Students: secondary school (private classical gymnasium), Croatia 
Subject: Arts/ Music 

Motivation. Watching and listening to operas shapes the musical taste. Students learn about a 
special category of artistic singing. In a very expressive way opera arias, being a skillfully crafted 
blend of music and text, should be regarded as the predecessor of the popular songs which students 
know quite a lot. However, a popular song is often banal, repetitive and unoriginal. Becoming 
familiar with operas, students can learn about the quality of artistic expression as emotional, 
creative and original, they ultimately develop their own aesthetic reference frame. This is necessary 
so that the students one day become competent consumers of Arts 

Objectives. Students will predict and describe the basic features of the opera Carmen  
distinguish the individual parts of the opera  
analyze the text and music features to the specific musical examples  
recognize the social component (building relationships) in the libretto of the opera  
expand the scope of perceptual experience while actively listening to music 
Students will be able to spot the musical and literary features of the opera based on listening to (and 
viewing) tracks. Actively monitor the musical numbers. The analysis of the libretti will serve as a 
platform for discussion and debate about the responsibility of the individual to the human 
relationship, whether friendly or romantic. 

Prerequisites. Students should have a basic knowledge of opera as a musical stage type. They need 
to know that the libretto is divided into acts, it has a dramatic plot, based on emotions (often a love 
/ hate). They need to know that the music dominates in the first part-overture, while music and 
emotions culminate in arias 
 

Assessment. Student activity through music and the analysis of the text is crucial for the success of 
learning. Students will be able to recognize the overture to the opera Carmen Habanera. They will 
know the libretto, which is governed by the motivation of characters and emotions and connect 
them with music features. 

Resources &Time Management. Multimedia content as required: highlights of the opera Carmen, 
the adapted libretto (each act in a few sentences, with an emphasis on relationships), the original 
text and translation of Habanera. A learning process will take place through one academic hour 
(extended if necessary). 

Grouping. Students will work in groups (six students per group) 
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The Lesson Proper 

EVOCATION (10') prediction based on music concepts 

Students listen to a musical number (overture) On the basis of the known elements - melody, 
rhythm, instruments, and the overall atmosphere, try to imagine the content of the Opera (where it 
happens, who are the protagonists, what is the genre). They write. After listening, they share ideas 
in their group 
The teacher supervises the work. The motivation of students is reflected in the activities of the 
exchange of ideas. 

REALIZATION OF MEANING (25’)  - Table of predictions; collaborative discussion 

Students read a short libretto by acts (in the background they listen to the distinctive number of 
each act). After each act of predicting what will happen next, what evidence they have and, in the 
end, what really had happened. 
In the discussion the teacher encourages discussion on questions: Which of the characters truly 
loves? Who was able to save Carmen? Does the libretto have typical bad guys? Is this story still 
actual? 
The teacher supervises the writing table; follows the distribution of creative and original responses, 
as well as the quality of the evidence and arguments in the debate 

REFLECTION (10') - Dual entry diary 

Students listen to Habanera and read rendition of the text and recorded impressive musical and/or 
textual parts and explain them. Students will refer, based on knowledge of the opera Carmen, to 
their familiarity with the Habanera and clearly articulate why certain parts of the arias are 
impressive, and will be able to highlight and clarify the arguments where the best music underscores 
certain emotions. 
The teacher will encourage students short questions to think (Are all parts sung the same 
articulation? Which parts of Habanero singer sings louder, and that quieter and gentler, what tone 
ends? How music expresses her character?) 

CLOSURE: Students should understand the musical and textual features of the opera Carmen. They 
should identify the characteristics of verismo opera (characters driven by strong emotions) and 
ultimately the music and text to compare with today's songs in which emotions deliberately 
overstate. The students in my class understand the libretto and enthusiastically discussed the topics 
raised in it. They wanted to listen to the music tracks and make their presentation in the following 
classes, even though they generally do not favor operas. 
EXTENSION: The students present other interesting contemporary operas and refer to fragments of 
their choice in contemporary popular music. 

 


